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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
Classification
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.
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Classi cation
Introduction to Classi cation
In this example you are going to create three clusters of circles C, D and
E. Train the neural network and it will classify any other circle C, D and E
anywhere on the canvas

What it might look like
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AI 1.1 index.html
The index.html le needs an extra line of code adding, this gives us access
to the ml5.js library.
<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/ml5.min.js"></script>

index.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/p5.js"></script>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>
<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/
ml5.min.js"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">
<meta charset="utf-8" />

</head>
<body>
<script src="sketch.js"></script>
</body>
</html>
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Three parts to the process
1. Collect training data
2. Train the model
3. Finally make predictions
In general the steps for using the ml5.neuralNetwork look something like:
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1: load data or create some data
2: set your neural network options
3: initialise your neural network
4: add data to the neural network
5: normalise your data
6: train your neural network
7: use the trained model to make a classi cation
8: do something with the results

Don’t worry if you don’t understand all of that, it is just laying the ground
work to give you some idea of what is going. Working in the eld of
Arti cial Intelligence and Machine Learning is a huge area and quite
daunting. I want to give some very basic examples that actually work.
It will give you a taste of what is to come and hopefully you might
develop your own applications. I learn best through doing but you can’t get
round the fact there are basic concepts to understand along the way that
are necessary. So step by step, bit by bit. I will try to break it down into
simple steps.
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AI 1.2 creating the model
We are initialising the model. We could’ve called it anything at this stage.
ml5.js already has the network structure with default settings. This is ne
for our use but later on I will show you how you can change it.
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
model = ml5.neuralNetwork()
background(220)
}
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AI 1.3 adding the options (part 1)
Create an object called options that will be passed into the neural
network. These options are necessary for the neural network to have some
inkling of what you are going to do with it. E.g. how many inputs and
outputs for instance.
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {

}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}
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Notes
The options are part of ml5.js. You are telling ml5 how many inputs and
how many outputs. There will be two inputs, the x and y co-ordinates of a
circle. There will be three outputs as we will have three types of circle
labelled C, D, and E. The hidden layer is bigger than this and is set by
default (you can specify)

Two inputs and three outputs
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adding the options (part 2)
In this case we want two inputs (x, y) and three outputs (C, D, E)
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: 2,
outputs: 3
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

Notes
There will be nothing to see at this stage but any errors then check your
code (especially the commas)
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adding the options (part 3)
We will name them and change how the inputs are received by the neural
network. Although we don’t specify how many outputs the ml5.js can work
it out from the code later on. This is why ml5.js is so good it can work out
what you mean by what you give it. The label is another word often used
for output. The labels are C, D and E.
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label']
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

Notes
The ‘label’ replaces the number of outputs, they are still C, D, and E (three
of them). The word label is often used generic word for the outputs.
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AI 1.4 classi cation
We will now specify the task which in this case is classi cation (as
opposed to regression). This alters the last activation function to be
softmax. Don’t worry about activation functions at this stage, I will reveal
more later but they are critical, again ml5 does that all for you, but you
do need to tell it whether it is a regression or classi cation though.
Don’t forget the comma after the line of code for inputs
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

Notes
There are three to chose from ‘classi cation’, ‘regression’ and
‘imageClassi cation’. We will cover all three at some point. Classi cation
means it will select an output from one of three letters.
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AI 1.5 training data
Create a mousePressed() function to collect training data. You need to
click on the canvas to activate the canvas before you press any keys
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function mousePressed()
{
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(‘C', mouseX, mouseY)
}

Classification
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Notes
If you click on the canvas you should get a circle with the letter C in the
centre of it like thus. This will form part of your data collection.

Click on the canvas
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AI 1.6 target label
But we want to collect three separate target labels ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’ using
the keyPressed() function. Hold down the key (D or E) and click on the
canvas at the same time. If you don’t hold down a key it will do C by
default
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}

function mousePressed()
{
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
Classification
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text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}

Notes
Group them something similar to this e.g. 10-30 of each. The target label is
initiated C by default (without having to hold the key down) then D and E
in other parts of the canvas as shown below...
Hold down the D key and click on the
canvas, hold down the E key and click
on the canvas
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Notes
If you want to see the data produced then add the console.log(inputs,
targetLabel) to your code. Not essential but interesting
Console log
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AI 1.7 collect training data
Now to collect the training data. We create two variables to hold this data
for each circle and letter: inputs(x, y) and target(letter/label). We collect
that data and give it to the model using model.addData()
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
Classification
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}
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}

Notes
The model is the Neural Network, it has a shape thus…
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

inputs,
hidden layers,
nodes and
outputs.
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AI 1.8 epochs
We are now going to train the model with its own options:
1. Epochs: the number of times it send the data through, it also shuf es
the data so it is better for training
2. Batch: how many lumps of data (optional)
The ml5 has its own default settings for nearly everything and uses them
if you don’t specify them. We are going to include two callbacks
1. whileTraining()
2.

nishedTraining()

The whileTraining() calls back after each epoch and the nishedTraining()
is when it is all nished. We need to write these functions. The
whileTraining() function receives two bits of information, the epochs and
the loss. Adding debug: ‘true’ to the options in the neural network allows
us to see the epochs and loss graphically.

After adding the code...
1. Click on the canvas to create the data set (C, D, E) of about 10 each
2. Press ’t’ to train the model
You should get a graph appearing showing the progress of the training
until it reaches 100 epochs.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
AI part 1
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task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
let options = {
epochs: 100
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
}

function mousePressed()
Classification
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{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}

Notes
When we do this we get the following results which are extremely poor.
The aim is to get the loss (which is the value of the difference between
the target and the actual) as close to zero as possible. In this example it
was 5.7 which is really poor.
But there is a very good reason for this and it is all to do with the size of
the numbers in the data. The model works an the basis of all the values
(including the inputs) being small, this is called ‘normalisation’ (or lack of
it). This was deliberate to illustrate what difference it makes and how
essential it is. The model neural network only really works with values
between 0 and 1 (or -1 and 1). We have x and y values close to 400. So we
need to use the normalisation function model.normalizeData()
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Not very impressive
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AI 1.9 normalisation
Data needs to be xed between the values 0 and 1. Neural networks are
tuned to work with values between 0 and 1, so if the data we submit
includes values in the region of up to 400 (width and height of the canvas).
So we add model.normalizeData() just before we train the model, the
results are quite dramatic.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
}

fi
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model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
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The difference is quite noticeable, you should get something like this
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AI 1.10 predicting
You have created the dataset and trained the model on that dataset. Next
to predict! Adding a state (collection, training and prediction). Drawing the
circles during collection.
We have to distinguish between when we are creating the data ‘collecting’
and ‘training’ so we have two states, one for each. The initial state is
‘collecting’. When you press ’t’ to train is changes to ‘training’. This is a
simple boolean operation.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
Classification
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state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == ‘collection’)
{
let target = {
Classification
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label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
}

Notes
Nothing has changed to the outcome but there is a bit of copying and
pasting to reorganise the code.
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AI 1.11 classifying
Now we can classify when we have nished training. As we click on the
canvas the console will get three objects with con dence for how close it
is to that particular letter.
We add the third state ‘prediction’.
We will remove some console logging as it can slow things down when not
needed.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
AI part 1
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model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
// console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
Classification
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}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
console.log(results)
}

Notes
Clicking once on the canvas will yield a result like this in the console. In
this example I clicked close the E’s and it gave me an 84% (0.8429...)
probability (con dence) that it was an E
Console results and loss chart
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AI 1.12 predictions
Now we can draw in the predictions on the canvas as we click.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
Classification
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}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
Classification
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}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}

Notes
Now it will draw in the predicted letter according to the highest con dence
(the rst one hence results[0])
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Predictions in purple

To recap
1 You have created a model with inputs and outputs
2 You have then added data to the model
3 You have then trained it on that data
4 After classifying you made predictions based on the data

Next
1 We want to save the data (so we don’t need to keep creating it), the data
will be in the form of a .json le
2 We want to save the model. The saved model will have three elements to
it (more on that later)
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AI 1.13 saving training data
Adding the key ’s’ for saving the data. This will download a json le called
mouse_data (or whatever you want to call it). Use the function
model.saveData()
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
background(220)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
40 of 65
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}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
model.saveData('mouse_data')
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
Classification
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label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}
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Notes
So once you have created the data e.g. your C, D, E’s then you press ’s’ to
save the data, you don’t need to train it yet, you are just saving the data.
Click your C, D and E’s
Now click ’s’ to save (before you train it!)
This downloads a json le to your computer, on a Mac it looks like this...
keep it safe for the next bit
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Add the le to...
Step 1
Click sketch
Step 2
Add folder and call it data
Step 3
Click on the data folder (left hand side under Sketch Files)
Step 4
Select Upload File from list
Step 5
Drag and drop the mouse_data.json le into the box
Step 6
The le should appear as shown in the image below
Uploading the saved data
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AI 1.14 loading saved data
Using the model.loadData() function and then creating a separate
dataLoaded() function. To access the data we have to add it to the sketch
by creating a folder (call it ‘data’) and uploading by dragging and dropping
it
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
model.loadData('data/mouse_data.json', dataLoaded)
background(220)
}

function dataLoaded()
{
console.log('data loaded')
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
Classification
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{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 100
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
model.saveData('mouse_data')
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
Classification
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}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}
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Notes
As soon as you run the code you should get this console message telling
you that the data has been loaded
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AI 1.15 automated training
Rather than having to manually press ’t’ to train the model it would be
more ef cient for it it to automatically train once the data is loaded.
Also we reduce the number of epochs to 50 because most of the ef cient
training is done by 50 epochs, the remaining 50 make little signi cant
difference.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
model.loadData('data/mouse_data.json', dataLoaded)
background(220)
}

function dataLoaded()
{
console.log('data is loaded')
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
AI part 1
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let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
model.saveData('mouse_data')
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
Classification
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{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
Classification
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}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}
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To be even more ef cient but also to be able to use this model in other
applications (which in a way is the whole purpose of having an AI model) is
to save the model once it is working as ef ciently as possible.
Using the save() and load() functions. We will use the ‘m’ key to save the
model. So once you have typed the code in and it has nished training
press ‘m’ to save the model. When you do that you will get three distinct
les.
sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
model.loadData('data/mouse_data.json', dataLoaded)
background(220)
}

function dataLoaded()
{
console.log('data is loaded')
AI part 1
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state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
model.saveData('mouse_data')
}
else if (key == 'm')
{
model.save()
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}
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function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}
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function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}

Notes
When you press m you get three les downloaded to your computer. They
will have the following generic names
model_meta.json
model.json
model.weights.bin
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To upload these three les you need to…
Step 1
Click sketch
Step 2
Add a folder and call it model this time
Step 3
Click on the model folder (left hand side under Sketch Files)
Step 4
Select Upload File from list
Step 5
Drag and drop the three les into the box, you can do them one at a time
or all three together
Step 6
The three les should appear as shown in the image below
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AI 1.17 loading trained model
To load them we need to make sure that you have uploaded all three of
them to a folder called model. Once done you run the
click on the canvas to see the predictions. Notice that
reload the data this is because you have already used
model, which you have now saved and uploaded. Hence it

sketch and simply
you don’t need to
it for the trained
is commented out.

sketch.js
let model
let targetLabel = 'C'
let state = 'collection'

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
// model.loadData('data/mouse_data.json', dataLoaded)
const modelInfo = {
model: 'model/model.json',
metadata: 'model/model_meta.json',
weights: 'model/model.weights.bin'
}
model.load(modelInfo, modelLoaded)
background(220)
}
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function modelLoaded()
{
console.log('model loaded')
state = 'prediction'
}

function dataLoaded()
{
console.log('data is loaded')
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
state = 'training'
model.normalizeData()
let options = {
epochs: 50
}
model.train(options, whileTraining, finishedTraining)
}
else if (key == 's')
{
model.saveData('mouse_data')
}
else if (key == 'm')
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{
model.save()
}
else
{
targetLabel = key.toUpperCase()
}
}

function whileTraining(epochs, loss)
{
//console.log(epochs)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('finished training')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
if (state == 'collection')
{
let target = {
label: targetLabel
}
model.addData(inputs, target)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
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textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(targetLabel, mouseX, mouseY)
}
else if (state == 'prediction')
{
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
//

console.log(results)
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)

}
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Notes
This what it should look like with the three les referenced in the sketch.
The uploaded files
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AI 1.18 the nal sketch
This is the nal sketch with the code with the trained and loaded model.
Now you can just click on the canvas to see the predictions based on the
original data and the trained model.
You have the les still uploaded but there was a lot of redundant code
that was only used to create the data and the model in the rst place.
Below is the slimmed down version. Delete what is not necessary any more.
Might be a good idea to duplicate and then edit just in case you delete
something critical accidentally!!
sketch.js
let model

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
let options = {
inputs: ['x', 'y'],
outputs: ['label'],
task: 'classification',
debug: 'true'
}
model = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
const modelInfo = {
model: 'model/model.json',
metadata: 'model/model_meta.json',
weights: 'model/model.weights.bin'
}
model.load(modelInfo, modelLoaded)
background(220)
}
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function modelLoaded()
{
console.log('model loaded')
state = 'prediction'
}

function mousePressed()
{
let inputs = {
x: mouseX,
y: mouseY
}
model.classify(inputs, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
console.error(error)
return
}
fill(0, 0, 255, 100)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 25)
fill(255)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
text(results[0].label, mouseX, mouseY)
}
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I am hoping that you finally get
something like this below.

Challenge
Could you make it so that instead of clicking to see the predictions, you
colour the pixels that correspond to a particular letter, e.g., red = C, green
= D, blue = E.
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